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THE JOINT STAFF
Strategic Plans and Policy Directorate (J-5)
Office of the Director
Washington, D.C. 20318-5101

MEMO TO: Ms Walker

27 August 1993

Want to draw your attention to attached message from SecGen Woerner on NATO Command and Control for Bosnia.

A powerful statement that, in our judgment, is right on target.

Absolutely critical we get our concept worked out in a coherent, sound manner before we move ahead.

BARRY P. McCAFFREY
Lieutenant General, US Army
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 
HOLL@Al@OEOb
BLEICKEN@Al@OEOb

FROM: White House Situation Room
(WHSR@Al@WHSR)

SUBJECT: GROUND ARRANGEMENTS IN PLACE FOR BOSNIA AIR STRIKES@
Responding to questions, he said: 'I am now authorised to say that all arrangements are now in place on the ground and are currently being tested.'

But the U.N. spokesman declined to say what action by Bosnian Serb forces might trigger the use of air power by NATO aircraft already based in the region.

'I did not want to anticipate what the secretary-general (Boutros Boutros-Ghali) would decide, what would prompt the use of these arrangements...

'I am not authorised to go into details as to whether it would be attacks on U.N. troops, attacks on convoys going to Sarajevo, blockage of Sarajevo or other 'safe areas,' impeding of humanitarian shipments,' the spokesman added.

The North Atlantic Council, at a meeting in Brussels on Monday, agreed with Boutros-Ghali that 'the first use of air power...shall be authorised by him.'

Before any air strike was authorised, the U.N. chief would consult in some manner with the Security Council.

He would also have advice from his special representative for the former Yugoslavia, Thorvald Stoltenberg, as well as from the commander of the U.N. Protection Force (UNPROFOR), French Lieutenant-General Jean Cot, and from the U.N. military chief in Bosnia, Lieutenant-General Francis Briquemont of Belgium.

Any use of air power would be closely coordinated between Cot and NATO's commander for southern Europe, American Admiral
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Dear Mr. Secretary:

Please accept my personal thanks and admiration for the magnificent job you did Monday night and into the small hours of Tuesday morning in leading NATO to its decision.

I know that you interrupted your convalescence from serious surgery and continuing medical treatment to chair the emergency NAC. My representatives at the meeting are convinced that your determination and skill were critical to its success. The Alliance is in your debt.

All of us hope that the Serbs will heed NATO’s warning. But my representatives will work closely with you and your officials to ensure that NATO is able to fulfill the commitment it has made should that be necessary.

You have my prayers and very best wishes for your continued recovery.

Sincerely,

The Honorable
Dr. Manfred Woerner
Secretary General of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Brussels
FM THE WHITE HOUSE WASHINGTON DC

TO RUFHNA/USMISSION NATO BRUSSELS
INFO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASH DC

SECRET

踮":

BRUSSELS FOR AMBASSADOR HUNTER: PLEASE DELIVER THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT CLINTON TO NATO SECRETARY GENERAL WOERNER AT YOUR EARLIEST CONVENIENCE.

BEGIN TEXT:

DEAR MR. SECRETARY:

PLEASE ACCEPT MY PERSONAL THANKS AND ADMIRATION FOR THE MAGNIFICENT JOB YOU DID MONDAY NIGHT AND INTO THE SMALL HOURS OF TUESDAY MORNING IN LEADING NATO TO ITS DECISION.

I KNOW THAT YOU INTERRUPTED YOUR CONVALESCENCE FROM SERIOUS SURGERY AND CONTINUING MEDICAL TREATMENT TO CHAIR THE EMERGENCY NAC. MY REPRESENTATIVES AT THE MEETING ARE CONVINCED THAT YOUR DETERMINATION AND SKILL WERE CRITICAL TO ITS SUCCESS. THE ALLIANCE IS IN YOUR DEBT.

ALL OF US HOPE THAT THE SERBS WILL HEED NATO'S WARNING. BUT MY REPRESENTATIVES WILL WORK CLOSELY WITH YOU AND YOUR OFFICIALS TO ENSURE THAT NATO IS ABLE TO FULFILL THE COMMITMENT IT HAS MADE SHOULD THAT BE NECESSARY.

YOU HAVE MY PRAYERS AND VERY BEST WISHES FOR YOUR CONTINUED RECOVERY.
SINCERELY,

WILLIAM J. CLINTON

END TEXT
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ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM: ANTHONY L.

SUBJECT: Presidential Letter to NATO Secretary General Manfred Woerner

Purpose

To convey your personal thanks to NATO SYG Manfred Woerner for his efforts to achieve NATO agreement on our recent initiative for Bosnia.

Background

Our team attending the August 2 NAC on our Bosnian initiative reports that we simply would not have achieved success without the enormous personal effort of Manfred Woerner. He made clear the stakes for the Alliance and he refused to let the meeting end until a decision was reached. His support deserves our acknowledgement and thanks given his precarious medical condition; Woerner is recuperating from cancer surgery and interrupted his follow-on treatments in Bavaria -- against the advice of his physicians -- to attend the NAC. In view of the importance you placed on this issue, and the central role Woerner played in its success, we have drafted a private letter of thanks for your signature at Tab A.

RECOMMENDATION

That you sign the letter to Woerner at Tab A.

Attachment
Tab A Letter to Woerner
August 4, 1993

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR ANTHONY LAKE

FROM: JENONNE WALKER

SUBJECT: Presidential Letter to NATO Secretary General Manfred Woerner

Manfred Woerner delivered NATO for our Bosnia initiative. In view of the extraordinary effort he made -- magnified by his intensely weakened health -- I think a private letter of thanks from the President would be the right touch.

A draft is attached at Tab A. Please note the President extends an invitation to meet with Woerner in October when the latter plans a trip here. I strongly recommend this meeting happen, both for what Woerner has done for us and for what he will do as our NATO Summit plans shape up.

RECOMMENDATION

That you forward the Memorandum for the President at Tab I.

Approve _____ Disapprove _____

Attachments
Tab I Memorandum for the President
Tab A Draft Letter to Woerner
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